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A Survey of Recent Zstinates of

Price Elasticlties of Demand for Transport

I. Introductlon

There have been numerous empirical studies of the demand for transport in

the past decades. With advances in computer technology, many previously

inapplicable or impractical econometric methods have been applied to the field

of transportation. Researchers have become more aware of pitfalls whlch can

undermine empirical studies. In recognition of advances, in the ability to

estimate demand functions, this survey concentrates on the major empirical

studies of own-price elasticities of demand for transport that emerged in the

last ten years or so. As the title of this paper suggests, only studies which

contain empirical results are included. We also omit most survey papers, but

generally we include studies mentioned in these surveys. For example, the review

article by Winston (1985) is not recorded in our survey, but all the demand

articles cited therein are included in this revlew.

1I. Sources of Demand Studies

With the emphasis on more recent studies, most of the studies reviewed

are those which appeared in the 1980s. We have included a few studies that date

back into tbe 19709, primarily because of their importancb in the literature.

The earliest study included in this paper is the work by McFadden (1974). Our

survey does not go back earlier hence empirical estimates published in the 1960's

(e.g., the 'abstract mode' model by Quandt and Baumol, 1966) are not included.

The majority of the studies reviewed are journal articles, for the simple

reason that this is the avenue moot authors use in comwunicating their research

findings. We include a few studies not reported in academic journals. These

entries generally are for modes or markets for which we did not find empirical

estimates of elasticities ln the published academic literature.

The l1terature review began with the collection of journal articles in

Waters (19P,4, 1989). Because only articles appearing in major economics journals
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are included in Waters' collection,l/ we also searched most major journals

pertaining to the field of transportation. Among these are Transportation

Resetrch Series A and B, Transportation, Transportation Quarterly, Transportation

Journal, and Logistics and Transportation Review (a list of journals scanned is

included below as Appendix 1). As noted, a few other sources were used, e.g.,

government reports. The search for these entries was much less extensive.

A total of 70 entries (journal articles, reports and books) were reviewed

and summarized in a report appended to this paper. In view of the vast

literature related to transport demand, some omissions are inevitable.

Nonetheless, the articles reviewed provide a basis for identifying 'typical'

price elasticities of demand for transportation.

Some suimary statistics about the review are reported in Table 1. The

articles and studies are drawn from several countries, cover many different

modes and market situations, and employ various statistical methods and data

bases. The individual articles are suimarized in the annotated bibliography

attached to this survey as Annex A.

ITT. Concepts of Elasticities

The basic concept of an elasticity and its application to demand are well

known. An elasticity is the percentage change in one variable in response to

a percent change in another. In the case of demand, the own-price elasticity

of demand is the percentage change in quantity demanded in response to a one

percent change in price. The own-price elasticity of demand is expected to be

negative, i.e., a price increase decreases the quantity demanded. Demand is

said to be 'price-elastic" if the absolute value of the own-price elasticity is

greater than unity, i.e., a price change elicits a more than proportionate change

in the quantity demanded. A 'price-inelastic' demand has a less than

1 Waters' bibliography covers 40 economic journals. It includes the Journal
of Transport Economics and Policy, International Journal of Transport
Economics as well as some journals related to regional and urban economics.
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proportionate response in the quantity demanded to a price change, i.e., an

elasticity between 0 and -1.0.

Economists distinguish between two concepts of price elasticities:

*ordinary* and "compensated" demand elasticities. We explain the distinction

separately for consumers' demand in contrast to input demands such as freight

transport demands. For a consumer demand such as the demand for leisure travel,

a change in price has two effects, a substitution effect and an income effect.

The substitution effect is the change in consumption in response to the price

change holding real income (utility) constant. A change in price of a consumer

good or service also has an income effect, i.e., a reduction in price means a

consumer has more income left than before if the same quantity were consumed.

Thip change in real income due to the price change will change consumption (it

could be positive or negative depending on the relationship between income and

consumption).2/ The compensated elasticity measures only the substitution effect

of a price change along a given indifference surface (Hicksian demand), whereas

the ordirary demand elasticity measures the combined substitution and income

effects of a price change (Harshallian demand).

The principles are the same for freight transport demands although the

terminology differs. A change in the price of an input to a production process,

such as freight transport, has a substitution effect as well as a scale or output

effect. The substitution effect is the change in input use in response to a

price change holding output constant. But a reduced price of an input increases

the profit maximizing scale of output for the industry (and firms in the

industry) which, in turn, increases demands for all inputs including the one

experiencing the price change. As with passenger demands, a compensated

elasticity measures only the substitution effect of the price change, while an

ordinary elasticity measures the combined substitution and scale or output

effects of a price change.

2 An income elasticity refers to the percentage change in quantity demanded
accompanying a given percentage change in income, prices held constant.
No income elasticities are reported in this study.
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It is important to recognize that for measuring the ordinary price

elasticities for freight demand, the freight demand system must be estimated

simultaneously with the shippers' output decisions, i.e., treating output as

endogenous. Ignoring the endogeneity of shippers' output decisions is equivalent

to assuming that changes in freight rates do not affect output levels. This,

in turn, is equivalent to ignoring the secondary effect of a freight rate change

on input demand caused by the induced change in the level or scale of output.

Because most of the freight demand models reviewed in this survey do not treat

this secondary effect properly, the price elasticity values reported here may

be biased. Since the mid-1970s, many economists have estimated neoclassical

input demand systems by deriving them from the firm's or industry's cost

(production) function, often specified in a translog or other flexible functional

form (for example, Oum 1979b and 1979c, Friedlaender and Spady, 1980, and Spady

and Friedlaender, 1978). However, most of these models are derived by minimizing

the input costs (including freight transport costs) for transporting a given

(exogenously determined) output, and thus yiea.d compensated demand elasticities

rather than ordinary demand elasticities. Therefore, the elasticities reported

in such studies are not directly comparable with those of other studies. The

freight demand study by Oum (1979c) is an exception in that he computes the

ordinary price elasticities by adding the effects on demand of the changes in

output scale induced by a freight rate change to the compensated price

elasticities computed from the neoclassical freight demand system. Therefore,

his ordinary price elasticities are comparable with those of others. Because

virtually all freight demand studies report something close to ordinary demand

elasticities, that is the appropriate interpretation of the results in this

survey.

Passenger demand models normally are derived by maximizing, explicitly or

implicitly, the utility function subject to the budget constraint. These give

ordinary price elasticities, i.e., they include both ince-.a and substitution
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offecta.X Because virtually all passenger demand studies report ordinary demand

elasticities, that is the appropriate interpretation of the results in this

survey.

The own-price elasticity is distinguihed from cross-price elasticities.

The latter is the percentage change in qnwa:.;ity demanded, say rail traffic, in

response to a percentage change in the price of another service such as trucking.

For substitutes, the cross-price elasticity for compensated demand is positive.

If two products were unrelated to one another in the minds of consumers, the

cross-price elasticity of the compensated demand would be zero, and cross-price

elasticities are negative for complementary goods and s".vices.

t is important to distinguish between the overall market elasticity of

de_ l for transportation and the demand facing individual modes of transport.

The market demand refers to the demand for transportation relative to other

(non-transport) sectors of the economy. The price elasticity of demand for

individual modes is related to but different from the market elasticity of

demand. Under the usual aggregation condition (i.e., conditions for existence

of a consistent aggregate), the linkage between mode-specific elasticities (own-

price elasticity Fii and cross-price elasticities Fij) and the own-price

elasticity for aggregate transportation demand (F) can be written as 41:

(1) F - EiSi (Ej Fij)

where Si refers to the volume share of mode i.

3 If one derives passenger demand by minimizing consumer's expenditure
function for achieving a given utility level (or simply apply Hotelling's
lemma to the expk 4iture function to derive the demand functions), then
the resulting des function would be a compensated one (i.e., changes
along an indifference frontier).

4 In a simple two mode case, it becomes:
F - S1*(F11 + F12) + S2*(F21 + F22).
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The above relationship indicates that the own-price elasticity of aggregate

transport demand for a particular market is lower, in absolute value, than the

weighted average of the mode-specific own-price elasticities because of the

presence of positive cross-price elasticities among modes. The relationship

among the concepts of price elasticities are illustrated in Figure 1. Note that,

because the number of modes can differ across studies and cross-price

elasticities differ as well, the own-price elasticity estimates from different

studies may not be strictly comparable.

One could also focus on own- and cross-price elasticities facing individual

firms. These differ from modal or market elasticities of demand. Firm

elasticities vary considerably depending upon the extent and nature of

competition.51 Empirical estimates of transportation demand rarely focus on

demand elasticities facing individual firms, hence we do not consider them

turther in this review.

There is also a distinction between short-run and long-run price

elasticities. In the long run consumers (or firms) are better able to adjust

to price signals than in the short run. Hence long run demand functions tend

to be more elastic (less inelastic) than short run demand. Unfortunately, few

studies are explicit about the time horizon of their elasticity estimates.

Concepts of demand elasticities for transportation are further complicated

by mode choice (mode split, volume share) elasticities.A/ Many transportation

The elasticity of demand facing a firm depends greatly on the nature of
competition between firms, e.g., Cournot quantity game, Bertrand price
game, collusion, etc. A growing number of economists have looked at the
price sensitivity of demand facing a Zirm within the framework of
conjectural variations. See Appelbaum (1982) and Slade (1984). As far
as we are aware, the only example of this kind applied in transport pricing
is Brander and Zhang (1989) to inter-firm competition between duopoly
airlines in the U.S.

6 In many of the early studies of mode choice, logit models were applied to
route (or regional) aggregate market share data. Application of a logit
model to aggregate data not only leads to a loss of important information
about changing market size in response to a price change, it also has a
serious theoretical inconsistency as analyzed by Oum (1979).
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demand studies are mode choice studies, i.e., studies which predict shares of

a fized volume of traffic among modes and investigate users' mode choice

behavior. These produce own-prLce and cross-price elasticities between modes

but they differ from ordinary demand elasticities described above In that they

do not take into account the effect of a transport pricre change on the aggregate

volume of traffic. One can derive mode-split elastici ies from ordinary

elasticities but this entails a loss of information, ard thus rarely would be

a useful exercise. Because ordinary price elasticities generally are more useful

than mode split elasticities, it is desirable to be able to convert mode choice

elasticities to ordinary elasticities.

The relationship between mode choice (or share) elasticities and ordinary

demand elasticities can be summarized by the following formula (see Taplin,

1982, and Quandt, 1968).

(2) -ij - Mij + ej for all i and j.

where Fi1 is the price elasticity of the ordinary demand for mode i with respect

to price of mode J, Mij is the mode choice elasticity of choosing mode i with

respect to price of mode J, and ej is the elasticity of demand for aggregate

traffic (Q, including all modes) with respect to the price of mode j. Because

information on ej's usually are not available, the following formula may be used

to compute them.

oQ Pi oP Pi

(3) EJ ._ * _- F ** 

bPj Q bPj P

where F is the price elasticity of aggregpte transport demand ([Q/6P]*(P/QIl,

and [bP/bPj]*CPj/P] is the elasticity of aggregate transport price P with respect

to the price of mode j. Therefore, an explicit conversion of a mode choice

elasticity to an ordinary price elasticity of demand for a mode requires

information about either the elasticity of aggregate transport demand with

respect to price of each mode (Ej) or the price elasticity of aggregate transport

demand (F) and the second term in equation (3). Unfortunately, this inrormation
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is not available in the studies reviewed. As a consequence, Lt is virtually

impossible to draw on the extensive mode choice literature to help establish

likely values of ordinary demand elasticities. However, a special case of

equation (2) for the expression for own-price elasticity, Fii - Hii + e

indicates that, in terms of absolute value, the own-price mode choice elasticity

(Mii) understates the ordinary own-price elasticity (Fii) because ei is negative.

The size of the difference, ei - Fii - Mi. can not be determined without further

information.71 However, this tells us that the own-price elasticities for mode

choice are the lower bounds for ordinary elasticities in terms of absolute

values.

Taplin (1982) pointed out that it is not possible to derive ordinary

elasticities unambiguously from mode split elasticities without further

information. He suggested that estimates of ordinary elasticitiels could be

constructed using equation v) in cor.junction with an assumed value for one

ordinary demand elasticity, and variot.a constraints on elasticity values based

on theoretical interrelationships among a set of elasticities. This is

illustrated in Appendix 3. However, the accuracy of ordinary price elasticities

computed this way depends heavily upon the validity of the ordinary elasticity

term chosen to initiate the computation.

Finally, we should emphasize that this review is confined to estimates of

the sensitivity of transport demands to price. In many markets, particularly

for higher valued freight and passenger travel, quality variables may be more

important than price. Indeed, the thriving air, motor freight and container

markets are testimony to the importance of service quality relative to price in

many markets. This review has not looked into "quality elasticities', but this

is not to suggest that they are not important.

Taplin (1982) notes that the sum of these "second stage elasticities," E
ej, is the price elasticity of the aggregate demand in equation (1).
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IV. Estimates of Price Elasticities

The price elasticity estimates for various passenger and freight demands

for traneport are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Appendix 2 provides a more

detailed listing of price elasticity estimates, and Annex A is an annotated

bibliography of the studies reviewed in connection with this study.

The first sub-section below comments briefly on our summary of elasticity

results. Subse,quent sub-sections comment on the variability of estimates of

transport demand elasticities across different studies, and how we arrived at

a 'most likely' range of price e asticities of demand for various transport

markets.

A. Simary of elasticity results

Tables 2 and 3 report both own-price as well as some mode choice

elasticities. As noted earlier, mode choice elasticities can be linked to

ordinary demand elasticities providing sufficient information is available.

Unfortunately, virtually no mode choice study reports the required information.

As a result, we were unable to convert mode split elasticities to ordinary

elasticities. We present mode choice elasticities in brackets in Tables 2 and

3 (and in separate columns in Appendix 2). It is important to recognize that

the mode split elasticities are not directly comparable to the ordinary own-

price elasticities (the mode choice own-price elasticities underestimate

corresponding ordinary own-price elasticities).

Some elasticity estimates for a relevant but mode-specific market, the

demand for gasoline, are presented in Table 4 below. Most of the estimates in

this table are taken from the survey paper by Blum, Foos and Gaudry (1988).

They surveyed a total of 21 studies.

The focus of this survey is on the own-price elasticity of demand. We

did not emphasize cross-price elasticities in our review. Unlike own-price

elasticities, we find almost no ability to generalize about cross-price

elasticities. They are very sensitive to specific market situations and to the
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degree of aggregation of the data. Examining differences in cross-price

elasticities across studies is likely to reflect primarily the differences in

data aggreaation among the studies rather than systematic properties of cross-

elasticity values. Nonetheless, we selected a few cross-price elasticity

estimates from studies with a relatively high degree of aggregation (thus more

representative of "average" conditions). These results (from Oum, et al.) are

reported for passenger and freight markets in Table 5. We reemphasize that this

table draws from only a few articles and that one must be cautious in

generalizing about cross-price elasticities in transport.

B. the variability of elasticity estimates

A notable featurp of the elasticity estimates is the wide range of values

in most cases. Many factors may have contributed to this diversity, among them

ares

(1) Sam studies fail to control for the presence of intermodal competition.

As a result, the own-price elasticity estimates reflect, in part, the

intensity of intermodal competition. If the prices of competitive modes

change in the same direction as a mode's own-price, then the own-price

elasticities are underestimated.

(ii) Failure to recognle the presence of multicollinearity, autoregressive

errors and other specification problems. In a few cases we feel that

there is a high probability of model misspecification, hence empirical

estimates may not be reliable.

(iii) Different functional foram used. It is demonstrated in Oum (1989) that,

with the same set of data, different functional forms could result in

widely different elasticity estimates.
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(iv) Different definitions of variables used. For esample, some studies use

real vehicle operating costs while others use the nominal values, and some

studies normalize costs by income while others do not.

(v) Different time periods and locations. It is well-known that a long run

elasticity is higher than a short-run elasticity because users have more

time to adjust to price changes. In addition, data drawn from different

countries may show markedly diiferent elasticity estimates. In general,

we expect that elasticity estimates for developing countries tend to be

less elastic due to their less competitive market structure compared to

industrially advanced countries.

(vi) The degree of aggregation. As more disaggregated markets are investigated,

the range of elasticity estimates tend to widen because individual

estimates will reflect quite unique market conditions. Aggregation

'averages out' some of the underlying variabilities of price sensitivity

in different markets.

The many sources of variability and differences in interpretation of

elasticity estimates make it difficult to generalize about probable values for

elasticities. Nonetheless, Tables 2 and 3 include our estimaLss of *most likely"

values for own price elasticities in various markets.

C. Most likely values of price elasticities

In Tables 2 and 3, we construct a 'most likely' range of elasticity

estimates. It is subjective but based on a number of considerations in reviewing

the many demand studies. First, some of the extreme values for elasticities were

eliminated. We did not automatically eliminate references just because their

results seemed out of line. Rather we reviewed the approach or types of data

employed to see if that might influence the magnitudes of elasticity estimates.

For example, in the case of air passenger travel, the elasticity estimates of

Hensher and Louviere (1983) were omitted from consideration because the study

was based on inflight interview data of a single airline for a single route.

These results are not directly comparable to other studies which estimate a
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market demand elasticity. Some other examples with seemingly high elasticities

had quality of service attributes included in their estimate of price

elasticities.81

Where numerous studies are available, this generates a wider range of

estimates but gives us more confidence in narrowing the most likely range. Also

note that the distribution of elasticity estimates for a category are often

concentrated within a narrow range, and this is taken into account in identifying

the most likely range.

Where only one or two studies are available for a category, and where they

are single estimates or only a narrow range reported, we generally postulate a

wider "most likely" range than that reported in our small sample. In a few

cases, particularly for specific commodity classifications, we do not venture

an opinion on a most likely range for the elasticity.

Tables 2 and 3 include some mode choice elasticities. Unfortunately, it

was not possible to transform mode choice elasticities into ordinary

elasticities. Nonetheless, we tried to give some recognition of mode choice

elasticities in constructing our "most likely" range of ordinary elasticities.

Mode choice own-price elasticities are less than ordinary own-price elasticities,

and occasionally this would influence our choice of an upper- or lower-bound for

our most likely range.

For the most part, we were unable to categorize the various elasticity

estimates as "short run" or "long run." Most studies make no reference to the

8 The elasticities of air passenger demand estimated by Anderson and Kraus
(1981) were excluded. They estimate a "full price" elasticity, one where
the monetary value of quality of service is included in the definition of
price. That is, their elasticities incorporate both fare and quality
elasticities, whereas our survey is confined strictly to the own-price or
fare elasticity. Similarly, the freight demand elasticities estimated by
Friedlaender and Spady(1980) were excluded because some quality of service
attributes were included in their price elasticity estimates.
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implied time horizon.91 As a rough guide, cross-sectional data sets are thought

to represent long run relationships whereas time series data (especially if

monthly or quarterly data are used) reflect short run demand relationships. But

this is not an unambiguous guide, and panel data sets (combined cross-section

and time series data) further complicate interpreting the time dimension of

elasticity estimates. For those demand categories with several elasticity

estimates, we compared elasticity estimates for different data sets. The pattern

is not clear. There is a tendency for cross-section data to produce more elastic

(less inelastic) estimates, but there is no precise relationship. Consequently,

our 'most likely" range of elasticities is ambiguous concerning the implied time

horizon, but we expect that the upper range of our range (in absolute values)

corresponds to long run as opposed to short run elasticities.

V. Conclusion

Not surprisingly, because transportation is a derived demand, it tends to

be inelastic. But there are exceptions, such as discretionary travel and some

freight shipments. Our interest in this review is in own-price elasticities,

i.e., the sensitivity of shippers or travelers to the price charged for

transportation service. We exclude quality of service elasticities and, for

the most part, cross-price elasticities from our review. Many demand studies

investigate markets where there is competition from other modes. Even if the

overall demand for transport by shippers or travelers is highly inelastic, the

presence of competition generally causes the own-price elasticity of demand for

a specific mode to be less inelastic than for the market as a whole. Therefore

if one were interested in the overall or market price elasticities of demand for

transport, we judge that they would be toward the inelastic end of the spectrum

of empirical estimates we have surveyed.

The majority of studies are from developed countries. Presumably this

reflects the availability of data, research resources, and domicile of those

9 This is in contrast .o estimates of cost functions which almost always
state explicitly whether short run or long run interpretations are
involved.
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doing the research. The empirical estimates of price elasticities are expected

to be relevant to developing countries as well, subject to some caveats. The

first general caveat is that specific values for elasticities can vary

significantly from one market situation to another, therefore one must be

cautious in generalizing from one situation to another whether it is in a

developed or developing country. Second, a likely difference is that the degree

of intermodal competition generally is much less intense in developing countries.

This would tend to make transport demands more inelastic in developing countries.

A third qualification is that the price elasticity of demand may differ according

to income levels. One might argue that lower income groups would tend to be more

price sensitive, although it is equally plausible that lower income groups have

fewer transportation options thus inelastic demands. Given the diversity of

market conditions in different countries for different travel or commodity

markets, we do not think a broad generalization is possible.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Total Number of Studies Reviewed 70
Freight 17
Passenger 49
Others 4
Single Modal Studies 37
Multimodal Studies 27
Others 6
Air" 20
Auto4 18
Shipping" 5
Railu 24
Tmcka 8
Public Transit' 22
others' 3
Time Series 25
Cross Section 33
Panel Data and Pooled Time Series and Cross Section Data 3
Others (including unknown data sources) 9
United States 32
Canada 8
United Kingdom 8
Australia and New Zealand 7
Europe (excluding United Kingdom) 3
Brazil 2
India and Pakistan 2
Othersb 8

'The number of studies in this classification do not sum to the total
elsewhere because a single study is counted more than once in the case
of multimodal studies.
bincluding multicountry studies and studies with unknown data sources.
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Table 2: Elisticities of Demand for Passenger Transport

(All elasticity figures are negative)

R Range Surveyed
Market Demand Mode Choice Most Likely No. of

Mode Elasticities Elasticities Range Studies'
Air:

Vaation 0.40-4.60 0.38 1.10-2.70 8
Non-Vacation 0.08-4.18 0.18 0.40-1.20 6
Mfixed' 0.44-4.51 0.26-5.26 0.70-2.10 14

Rail: Intercty
Leisure 1.40 1.20 1.40-1.60 - 2
Business 0.70 0.57 0.60-0.70 2
Mixed' 0.11-1.54 0.86-1.14 0.30-1.18 8

Rail: Intracity
Peak 0.15 0.22-0.25 0.20-0.40 2
Off Peak 1.00 n.. < 1.00 1
All Day' 0.12-1.80 0.08-0.75 0.10-0.70 4

Automobile:
Peak 0.12-0.49 0.02-2.69 0.10-0.70 9
Off Peak 0.06-0.88 0.16-0.96 0.20-1.10 6
AD Day' 0.00-0.52 0.01-1.26 0.10-1.10 7

Bus:
Peak 0.00 0.03-0.58 0.10-0.70 6
Off Peak 1.08-1.54 0.01-0.69 0.10-1.10 3
All Day' 0.10-1.62 0.03-0.70 0.10-1.30 11

Rapid Transit:
AUl Day 0.05-0.86 n.a. 0.20-0.90 5
ransit System:
Peak 0.00-0.29 0.1 0.10-0.30 4
Off Peak 0.32-1.00 n1.a. 0.30-0.50 3
All Dayb 0.01-0.96 Dn. 0.10-0.70 10

Otherse
Minibus n.a. 0.10 I 1
Aircraft Landing 0.06-0.56 nA. 1

The distinction between vacation and non-vacation routes are rather arbitrary in
most studies. This may partly account for the very wide range of elasticity estimates
reported.
'This category includes studies that do not make the distinctions.
'The number of studies in this column do not sum to the total because some studies
report more than one et of estimates.
nA. = not available
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Table 3: Elasticities of Demand for Freight Transport

(AUl elasticity figures are negative)

Mode Range Surveyed I Mt Li}y Range No of Studies
Bail: . I

Aggregate Commodities O.6-1.52 0.40-1.20 4
(0.09-1.79)

Aaembled Automobiles 0.65-1.08 0.70-1.10 2
Chemicals 0.39-2.26 0.40-0.70 3

(0.66)
Coal 0.02-1.04 0.10-0.40 2
Corn, Wheat, etc. 0.52-1.18 0.50-1.20 3
Fertilisers 0.02-1.04 0.10-1.00 1
Foods 0.02-2.58 0.30-1.00 9

(1.36)
Lumber, Pulp, Paper, etc. OOS-1.97 0.10-0.70 7

(0.76-0.87)
Machinery 0.61-3.55 0.60-2.30 3
Paper, Plsie and Rubber

Product 0.17-1.85 0.20-1.00 4
Primary metals snd Metallic

Products 0.02-2.54' 1.00-2.20 5
(1.57)

Refined Petroleum Products 0.53-0.99 0.60-1.00 3
Stone, Clay snc Glass Products 0.82-1.62 0.0-1.70 4

(0.69)

Aggregate commodities 0.05-1.34 0.70-1.10 1

Asembled Automobiles 0.62-0.67 0.56-0.70 1
Chemical 0.98-2.31 1.00-1.90 2
Corn, Wheat, etc. 0.73-0.99 0.70-1.00 2
Foods 0.32-1.54 0.50-1.30 S
Lumber, Wood, etc. 0.14-1.55 0.10-0.60 S
Machinery 0.04-1.23 0.10-1.20 S
Primary Metals sad Metallic

Products 0.18-1.36 0.30-1.10 3
Paper, Pblatic snd Rubber

Products 1.05-2.97 1.10-3.00 2
Refined Petroleum Products 0.52-0.66 00J70 3
Stone, Clay and Glas Products 1.03-2.17 100-2.20 2
Textles 03-0.77 0.40-0.80 1
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Table 3 continued ...

Mode Range Surveyed Most Likely Range No. of Studies

Aggregate Commnodities 0.82-1.60 0.01.60 3
Shipping: Inland Waterway

Aggregate Commodities (0.74-0.76) - I
Chemicals 0.75 - 1
Coal 0.28 - I
Crude Petroleum 149 - I
Grain 0.4-1.62 0.60-1.60 2
Lumber and Wood 0.60 - I
Non-Metallic Ores 0.65 - 1
Primary Metal 0.28 - I
Pulp and Paper 1.12 - I
Stone, Clay and Glass Products 1.22 - 1

.hlpplng: Ocean'
Dry Bulk Shipment' 0.00.25 - 1
Foods 0.20-0.31 - 1
Liquid Bulk Shipment 0.21 - 1
General Cargo 0.00-1.10 I 1

'The high elasticity estimates may reflect a low mar et share of aggre1ate freight of the
mode when using the translog cost function in estimation.
3There have been very few empirical studies on shipping, hence the elsticity estimates r
ported here shr id be interpreted with caution.
'These include coal, grain, Iron ore and concentrates, etc.
Note: Figur in parenthes re mode choice elaticities.

Table 4: Elasticities of Demand for Gasoline

(All elasticity figures are negative)

Country Ranged Surveyed Most Likely Range No of Studies
Austria 0.25-0.27 1
Canada 0.11 _1
Israel 0.25 _1
U.K. 0.1-0.17 _1
U.S. 0.04-0.21 _1
West Germany 0.25-0.93 _1
Multicountry Studies 0.20-1.37- 0.20-0.50 3
'Included in this range is a long-run elasticity estimate of 0.32-1.37.
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Table 5: Selected Estimates of Cross Elasticities

(Aggregate Data)
Authors Modes Cros Elasticities Remarks
Oum (1979a) Ril-Truck -0.10 to +0.14 Aggregate freight transport

Truck-Rail -0.88 to +0.13 demand in Canada, cross elas-
Rail-Waterway +0.15 to +0.20 ticities reported for selected
Waterway-Rail +0.61 to +0.86 years between 190S-1974.
Thuck-Waterway -0.23 to +0.03
Waterway-Tuck -0.12 to +0.13

Oum and Air-Bus .0.02 to -0.01 Aggregate intercity passenger
Gillen (1983) Air-Rail +0.01 to +0.04 transport demand in Canada,

Bus-Air *0.12 to -0.05 cross elsticities reported
Bus-Rail -0.47 to 40.21 for selected years between
Rail-Air +0.08 to +0.51 1961-1976.
Raii-Bus -I.18 to -0.17

Oum (1989) Rail-Truck' -0.18 to +0.50 Interregional freight transport
Truck-Rail' -0.62 to +0.84 demand in Canada.
Rail-Truck6 -0.47 to +0.48
|Tuck-Railb -0.26 to +0.35

:Aggregate commodities.
'Fruits, vegetables and other edible foods.
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Appendix 1
List of Journals Scanned:

(Not Including Journals listed in Water 1984, 1989)

Journal of the Transportation Research Forum
1980 v.21 to 1988 v.29

Logistics and Transportation Review
1981 v.17(1) to 1989 v.25(1)

Reareb in Transportation Economics
1985 v.2
1983 v.1

Research in Urban Economics
1981 v.1 to 1988 v.7

Transport Policy and Decision Making
1985 1, 2, 3
1984 3, 4
1982 2
1980 1, 2/3, 4

Transport Reviews
1985 v.5(1) to 1989 v.9(2)

Transportation
1981 v.10(1) to 1988 v.15(4)

Trnsportation Journal
1982/83 v.22(1) to 1988/89 v.26(3)

Transportation Quarterly
1985 v.39(2) to 1989 v.43(2)

Transportation Research A
1980 v.14(1) to 1989 v.23(1)

Transportation Research B
1980 v.14(1) to 1989 v.23(1)

Transportation Research Record
1981 v.789 to 1988 v.1163
Volumes not available:

1987 v.1121-1130
1981 v. 820- 829
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Appendix 2
Complete List of Elasticity Estimates

Elasticities of Demand for Passenger Transport: AU Studies
Mode Market Demand Elasticities Mode Choice Elasticities

Air
Vacation 1.11,1.52,0.4-1.68-1.98,1.48-1.92, 0.3B

1.23-1.84-1.93-2.75-2.95-4.05,
1.4-1.6-2.0-2.7-3.3,
2.2-2.4-2.6-4.6

NonDracation 1.2-1.66-1 .S4-2.51-3.74-3.78-4.18, 0.18
0.08-0.36-0.48,1.15,0.65,0.90

Mixedc 0.44-1.81,0.67-0.78-0.91-1.28, 1.28-2.24-2.43-3.69-3.81-5.26,0.62,
0.76-0.84,1.39,0.53-1.00,1.12-1.28, 0.26-0.38
0.49-0.82-1.02-1.03-1.29-1.83,
1.85-2.09-2.91,0.7-1-1.5,2.82-4.61,
I.8-1.9

Rail
Intercity

Leisure 1.4 1.2
Business 0.7 0.57
Mixed" 0.11-0.14-0.34-0.48-0.6-0.62- 0.32,0.86-1.14

0.65-0.67-0.68-0.7-0.85-0.87-
1.03-1.18,0.74-0.9,0.37-0.4,
1.08-1.54,1.19-1.5,0.16-0.3

Intracity
Peak 0.15 0.22-0.25
Ofr Peak 1.0
All Day- 0.12-0.23-0.44-0.49,1.8,0.3 0.08-0.29-0.44-0.57-0.75

Automobile
Peak 0.21-0.36,0.12-0.49 0.02-0.04-0.08-0.14-0.16-0.31-

0.550.88,0.16,0.04,0.7,0.16-0.18,
0.15-0.46-' 59-1.16-2.03-2.69,
0.32-0.47,

Off Peak 0.14-0.29,0.88,0.15-0.45,0.06-0.09, 0.16-0.34-0.79-0.96,0.96
All Day' 0.0-0.09-0.22-0.52,0.06-0.1-0.23- 0.12-0.26-0.38-0.62-0.97-1.26,

0.28,0.05-0.09-0.1-0.22-0.26-0.31 0.01-0.02,0.08,0.83
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Peak 0.0 0.04,0.03,0.32,0.06.0.45-0.58
Off Peak 1.06-1.54 0.01,0.69
All Day' 0.1-O.6,0.37-0.42-0.56,0.4-0.48- 0.03-0.14,0.31-0A -0.58-0.7,0.32,

G.75,0.26-0.52-0.78,0.20-0.4-0.66, 0.45-0.6
0.23-0.27,1.27-1.62

Rapid Transit
All Day 0.05,0.23-0.25,0.16-0.3,0.16.0.86,0.86
Transit System
Peak 0.11-0.13-0.19-0.24-0.26-0.29,0.0, 0.1

0.1
Off Peak 0.36-0.39-0.41-0.44-0.49,1.0,0.32
All Day' 0.13-0.29-0.34-0.42,0.01-0.04-

0.15-0.26-0.28-0.38-0.62,0.33,0.7,
0.34-0.4-0.54,0.18-0.19-0.22-0.43 -
0.52,0.05-0.19-0.34,0.17-0.59,
0.4-0.8,0.09-.1 1-0.19-.4-0.96

Others
Minibus 0.1
Aircraft Landing 0.08-0.58
'Including studies that do not make the classification.
Note: Elasticity ranges reported in the same study are joined by dashes, and commas
separate estimates from different studies.
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Elasticities of Demand for Freight Transport: All Studies
Mode Demand Elasleitiec

Aegafte Commodites 0.-04.831 . 20.29),
* ~~~~~(0.34'-0.3?-0.59-C.93-.03-1.0-.79).

(0.250.2S)

Appael Products (0.22)
Asiembled Automobiles 0.92-1.08,0.65
Checals 0.39,0.69,2.25,(0.66)
Coal 0.02,0.14-3.04
Coom, Wheat, etc. 0.52-0.3,1.18,1.11
Fertillsers 0.02-1.04
Foods 1.23,1.04,0.39-0.48-O.B,0.02-0.27,0.29,2 U,(l.0)
Fuel Oil (except gaoline) 0.46
Furniture Products (1.3)
Lumber, Pulp, Pape, etc. 050.56,0.05,036-0.67,0.58,1.97,0.08,(0.?6-.87)
Machinery (ucludlng Electrical Machinery) 2.27-3.55,0.61,(0.16-1.73)
Meat 0.02-0.27,2.58
Nonmetallic Products 1.08
Paper, Plasc and Rubber Ptoduets 1.85,1.03,0.17
Paper, Printing and Publshing 0.17
Prhnmry Metalb and Metic Products 1.03,12,2.16-2.54,0.02,(1.67)
Refined Petroleum Products 0.99,0.53
Stone, Clay and Gls Products 1.68,0.82,(0.69)
lattiles 0.r6,(2.03)
bbamcco Products (0.89)

1kanport Equipment 2.68
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Agregate Commodities 0.06-0.69-0.93-1.14-1.34

Asembled Automobiles 0.S2-0.67
Chemical 0.98,1.87-2.31
Corn, Wheat, etc. 0.73,0.99
Foods 0.52,0.32-0.66-0.97-1.25-1.54,1.0
Fuel OiH (except gasolne) 1.07
Lumber, Wood, etc. 0.56,1.65,0.14
Machinery (including Electrical Machinery) 1.09-1.23,0.04-0.78
Primary Metals and Metabic Products 0.41,1.08-1.36,0.18-0.28
Nonmetallic Products 0.56
Paper, Plastie and Rubber Products 1.05,2.01-2,97
Refined Petroleum Products 0.82,0.66
Stone, Clay, and Gla Products 1.03,2.04-2.17
Textiles 0.43-0.77
Transport Equipment 0.29
Shipping
Inland Waterway

Aggregate (0.74-0.7S)
Chemncals 0.75
Coal 0.28
Crude Petroleum 1.49
Grain 1.48-1.62,0.64
Lumber and Wood 0.6
Non-Metallic Ores 0.55
Primary Metal 0.28
Pulp and Paper 1.12
Stone, Clay and Gla Products 1.22

Ocean
Coal 0.06-0.24
Foods 0.2-0.31
General Cargo 0-0.5-1.1
Grain 0.02-0.06-0.27-1.64
Iroi Ore and Concentrates 0.11
Liquid Bulk Shipment 0.21
Wool 0.02

Air
Aggregate 1.32,1.47-1.60,0.82-1.03
Note: Figures in parentheses are mode choice elasticities.
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Elasticities of Demand for Gasoline: All Studies

Country Market Demand Elasticity

Austria 0.25-0.27
Canada 0.11
Israel 0.25
U.K. 0.1-0.17
U.S. 0.04-0.21
West Germany 0.25-0.93
Multicountry Studies 0.27-0.52,0.2-0.3,0.32-1.37 '
Note: 'Long-run elasticities.
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Appendix 3

Inferring Ordinary Price Elasticities

From Mode Choice Elasticities

Taplin (1982) pointed out that it is not possible to derive ordinary

elasticities unambiguously from mode split elasticities without further

information. However, he suggested using equation (2) with the following

theoretical constraints and an assumed number (or other estimate known to the

researcher) for one of the ordinary demand elasticities, Fij.

(2) Fij - Mij + fj for all i and j

where F1j is the price elasticity of ordinary demand for mode i with respect to

the price of mode 4, M1j is the mode choice elastic,ty of choosing mode i with

respect to mode J, and ej is the elasticity of demand for aggregate traffic

(including all modes) with respect to the price of mode j.

Constraints:

(i) the effects of a change in mode j's price cancel out when the mode
choice elasticities are weighted by volume shares; i.e. one mode's gain

in volume comes from the volume losses from other modes, or vice versa;

EkSk kj 0 

(ii) the change in the mode i's revenue caused by 1 per cent change in

price of mode J is same as the change in the mode J's revenue caused by

1 per cent change in mode i's price (Hotelling-Jureen condition);

Fjj = Fjj (Pi X /Pi Xi)
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(iii) an equiproportionate increase in prices of all goods and services

and income would not change demands; i.e. the homogeneity condition of

the demand function for mode i;l/

Ej Fij + Fil- 0

where Fil is the income elasticity of demand for mode i.

(iv) transport modes are gross substitutes;

Fi > 0 for all j not equal to i.

The price elasticities of mode choice for a binary choice model (the case

of two competing modes) can be translated into ordinary price elasticities by

assuming a value for one of the ordinary price elasticities and making use of

condition (ii) above. Below we illustrate this using the results of Anas and

Moses (1984) on bus-taxi choice analysis.

(A) Anas and Moses report own-price mode choice elasticities (for morning

travel) as follows:

Mode choice with respect to

price of bus price of taxi

bus Mbb - -0.026 Mbt -

taxi Mtb M Mtt - -1.307

(B) Let us assume the volume shares of bus and taxi to be 95 per cent and

5 per cent respectively, and the revenue shares to be 80 per cent and 20

per cent, respectively;

1/ This condition, based on the consumer's overall consumption of all goods
and services, becomes more restrictive if it is applied only to the
transportation sector. This assumes that the modal demands do not change
when prices of all modes and total traraport budget increase in an equal
proportion, i.e., a quite restrictive assumption.
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(C) Then, theoretLcally consistent values of the cross- prlce elastLcLtLes

of mode cholce in (A) can be computed usLng condltlon (L):

Mtb - 0.026*(0.95) / 0.05 - 0.494

Mbt - 1.307*(0.05) / 0.95 - 0.069

(D) In order to convert these mode cholce elastLcLtLes to ordinary prlce

elasticLtLes, lt is necessary to have an estimate of one of the ordinary

elastLcLtLes. Let us arbitrarlly assume thbat the ordinary own-price

elasticity of bus travel (Fbb) s -0.30.

(3) The difference between ordinary and mode choice elastLcLty Lis Sb e

Fbb - Mbb - -0.30 - (-0026) - -0.274; An application of equation (2)

for Ftb gives Ftb M Mtb + eb ' 0.494 - 0.274 - 0.220;

(F) Now, we can apply condLtion (ll) to the above result to get the value

of Fbt; Fbt - Ptb (Pt Xt/Pb Xb) - 0.220*(0.2010.80) - 0.055;

(G) The above result is used to compute 4 - Pbt - Mbt - 0.055 - (0.069)

- -0.014; This li then applled to compute Ftt - Mtt + et - -1.307 - 0.014

. -1.321;

SummarLzing, the matrix of derLved ordinary elastlcltles based on the

assumed own-prLce elastLcLty for bus (Fbb) of -0.30 is:

mode cholce price of bus vrice of taxL
bus Fbb - -0.30 Fbt - 0.055

tazl Ftb - 0.220 Ftt - -1.321

Thls demonstrates how ordlnary prlce elasticLtLes can be computed from
the prlce elastLcLtLes for mode choice for the case of blnary cholce using volume

and revenue shares of each mode and an assumed value of one ordinary elastLeity.

The other three ordlnary price elasticltles were unLquely determined from the
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information. Of course, the accuracy of the elasticity estimates computed this

way depends greatly on the validity of Fbb (-0.30) which we chose arbitrarily.

There are some cross Jhecks on the reasonableness of the assumed elasticity.

For example, initially we arbitrarily set Fbb - -0.05 instead of -0.30, but

discovered that the absolute value of the own-price elasticity for the ordinary

demand for taxis Ftt became 1.258, which was less than the absolute value of the

mode split elasticity Mtt - 1.307. This is not plausible, it would mean the

income effect for taxi demand is negative. This warned us that our initial

assumed ordinary elasticity was inconsistent with existing information about

demand embodied in the mode choice elasticities and assumed market shares.

Even for the case of three or more competing modes it is possible to

determine unique values of the ordinary price elasticities from the matrix of

mode choice elasticities with the information on volume and revenue shares and

one ordinary demand elasticity. As before, the accuracy of the ordinary price

elasticities computed depends on how accurate is the value of the one ordinary

price elasticity chosen for initiating the calculation. For the sake of making

this paper self contained, Taplin's (1982) example is repeated below.

Taplin's example is a mode choice study of domestic vacation travel in

Australia involving three modes: air (mode 1), car (mode 2) and bus (mode 3).

The data on volume shares and revenues are summarized below:

mode trip volume share revenue

air (mode 1) 0.2 40

car (mode 2) 0.7 60

bus (mode 3) 0.1 10

The mode split elasticity estimates (Hii) are as followst
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mode with respect to

choice air fare car cost busfare

air -1.38 1.37 0.13

car 0.32 -0.63 0.13

bus 0.52 1.67 -1.17

(A) Let us assume the only ordinary elasticity known to us is an own-

price elasticity of -1.8 with respect to costs by car (mode 2). This

allows us to determine e2 m F2 2 - H2 2 - -1.8 - (-0.63) - -1.17. An

application of equation (2) for F12 and F32 gives F12 - H12 + 62 - 1.37 -

1.17 - 0.20, and F32 - H32 + f2 - 1.67 - 1.17- 0.50. The values are

uniquely determined so far.

(3) Naw we choose either F12 or F32 (the results are invariant to the

choice) for applying condition (ii). F12 is to be used for computing F21

- F12*(P1 X1/P2 X2) - 0.20*(0.40/0.60) - 0.133. This allows us to

determine 61 - F2 1 - H2 1 - 0.133 - (0.32) - -0.187, which in turn allows

to compute Fl1 - Hll + El - -1.38 - 0.187 - -1.567, and F3 1 - H3 1 + el

- 0.52 -0.187 = 0.333.

(C) The next step is to compute the ordinary elasticities in column 3

using the value of F31 and condition (ii). F13 - F3 1*(P3 3 X31P1 X1) -

0.333*(10/40) - 0.083. This allows us to determine E3 - F1 3 - H1 3 -

0.083 - (0.13) m -0.047, which in turn allows to compute F23 - H2 3 + E3

- 0.13 -0.047 - 0.083, and F3 3 - M3 3 + e3 - -1.17 - 0.047 - -1.217.

Summarizing, the matrix of derived ordinary elasticities (assuming a given

value of -1.8 for F22, the own-price elasticity of demand for car travel)

are:

mode price of air price of car price of bus

air (mode 1) Fll - -1.567 F1 2 - .20 F1 3 - .083

car (mode 2) F2 1 - .133 F2 2 - -1.8 F2 3 - .083

bus (mode 3) F31 - .333 F3 2 - .50 F3 3 - -1.217
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The accuracy of the matrix of ordinary price elasticities computed as

above depends upon the accuracy of the ordinary elasticity term chosen to

initiate the computation.
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AN ANNOTATED BIBUOGRAPHY OF RECENT ESTIMATES OF
PRICE ELASTICmES OF TRANSPORT DEMANDS

Abrham (1Q83)
* Sinl mode: Air (Passenger)
* uatey data 1973 to 1977. (rddual city-paiks selced from 100 mos heavily twed dometic

rgfdeetinaton pairs In U.S.)
* 2SLS esmation wth Cochrane-Oru Trnsfonmation.
* Easciie:

Wih Ci-Patir Dummy Withot

Tansontienald CIty-Pal -0.44 -1.81
Hawallan Ciy-Paim -1.68 -. 44
Flrdb Vacatin Ciy-fPair 4140 -1.96
Medium-had Westn Cy-Palm -0.36 -0.48
Short4msi Western and

Mki-Westn CityPairs 4.08 NA
Short4hu Easern Ciy-Palm NA .0.38

* Notd:Elasticity NA due to oodffcits on fare beng positie.

Agarwal and Tahe (1985
* Sgle nmde: Air lPasseng
* Crosectlon data. dc.L 19e81), 63 flkP segmnts (.e. sewvice betwen a U.S. depabtr podit and a

foreigncoy bendig point).
- Log-liner deanrd, esmated by OLS.
* Elastcit -0.7635 to .0.8425

Ana and Les (1962
Sige mode: trast (lntra..cty pasenger)

3 Interiodal conmpetion recogntsed by te lduin of auto access epsed, operating oss, paking, e.
Diecs esimnation of Laty nctons and te maet-clearing process. (A heuris esdimatin netod).

* U.S. Cross-section data: 1970 Ceus of Populaton and HouLing fr the Chicago SMSA.
* Eastites -0.05 to -0.34

Weighted average .0.19

Ana and Moss (1964)
* Two modes: Bus vs. Ta3d (Intra-Ciy Passeng
* Log1 and Probit modes d mode chice
* Survey data, Seoom nmropolikan are, Korea, 148 obsvato
* Elas_is (wih espet to otvel cost)

Mornho Evenhg
Look estmaion:

Bus 0.0213 -0.009
Tad -1.307 40.490

* Note:the authors compue the price eastictes from mode choice elastes. Computaion not shown.
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Anderson and Krus (1981)
* Single node: Air (Pasenger)
* Log-lear demand
* U.S. Montly timeeres data: 1973 to 1976
* Note: the auth originally planned to etimate the value of the time variable but were unable to

obtain reliable estimates due to data problems. Inrtead, they assigned varous values to this
parameter. Also note, "price Includes value of time hence these are not fare elasticities.

* If only elastickity estimates that are statbtially signfcant at 5% are taken Into acoount:

When value of time Is assumed to be
0 10 30

Long haul, predomiranty -1.23 to -1.84 -1.93 to -2.75 -2.91 to -4.05
pleasure travel

Long haul, predominaty -1.20 to -1.84 -1.68 to -2.50 -2.51 to -3.74
busiess travel

Short haul, predombiny NA +0.90 to -4.18 +1.3 to -3.78
businm travel

St haul, predominaty NA -0,537 to -2.09 -1.85 to -2.91
mbied

* Note: elastiity estimates NA because none of the estimates are significant for the value of travel
time assumed.

Andrikopoulo. and Terovtits (1983)
-- Unear demand, single aMirn. (Passger)
* Cross-section (1970-1980) and time-serles (169-1980 annual) data from Greece.
- Estimated by OLS
- Elasticitles:

Cross-sectIon (1978) with 20 ciy-pairs -1.854

lime-Series Results
Air-Ship Connecton: -0.777
Air-Bus Connecton: *0.670
Air-Bus-Ral Connectlon: -1.283
Overall average -0.910

Baboock and German (1983a)
Single mode: Inland and coastal waterway carriers (freight)

* U.S. Annual data, 1958-80
* Lnear demand model, estimated by OLS
* Elastikies:

Corn, wheat, soybeans -0.64
Coal -028
Crude Petoleum -1.49
Non-Metallic Ores -0.55
Lumber and Wood *0.60
Pulp and Paper -1.12
Chemcals -0.75
Stone, Clay and Glass Products -1.22
Primary Metal -0.28

Note: Only elasticity estimates with the correct sign are reported here
* Possible misspecfication for some equatins
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Baboock, M.W. and W. Gnman (1963b)
* Two modes: Rai vs Truck (Freight)
* Llrr regression modal splt model
* Annual U.S. data, 19861
* Share elasticites:

Food Products -1.36
Tobacoo Products -0.89
Toxile Products -2.03
Apparel Product -022
Lumber and Wood Products .0.76
Furnire Products -1.30
Pulp and Paper Products -0.67
Chemial Product -0.66
Stone, Clay and Gla Producs -0.609
Fabricted Metal Producxt -1.57
Machincy, cpt Electic -0.16
Eleclial Machinery -1.73

6ailb (1984)
* Two modes: Auto vs. Transit. (Intra-city Pasnger)
* 1979 Canadian Survey data. 385 hou ds
* Random Utiity model, Logit eimation

ElasticIty of choice od Auto-mode wih respect to chnge in money cost of auto travel. (Pa,king charges
plus auto operating costs)

* Elastiities:
Mode-Split

Income ilasticities
10,000 -0.14 to -0.88
20,000 -0.08 to -0.55
30,000 -0.04 to -0.31
40,000 -0.02 to -0.16

Benham (1982)
* Single mode: Bus
* U.S. Time series data (Monthy, 1976.79) and before-and-er survey.
* Lhear demand model, estimated by OLS.
* Fare elastIty -0.252 (-0.23 to -0.27)

Blum, Foos and Gaudry (1988)
* Time-series model, wih AR and heterookedasticky specification
* Monthly data, Jan. 196 to Dec. 1963. (Germany)
* Prbe astlcites 0.283 to -0.307
* Concerned wih gasoline demand ondy
* Cctalrns a survey of 21 time series sdies on gasoline demand. It consists of 5 studies on West

Germany, 2 studies on AustIa, 8 on U.S., 1 on Canada, 1 on Israol, 1 on U.K., 3 on multicountries
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* FlastCIte:
W. Gernmay -0.25 to -0.03
Auria -0.25 to -0.27
U.S. -0.04 to .021
Canada -0.11
lbrad -0.25
U.X -0.10 to -0.17
Multicountry -0.27 to -0.52

Boyer (1977)
* Two modes: Rai vs. Truck (reight)
* Inear Logit, estmed by OS and weighted lt-quares
* CrosectIon dat, nora U.S., no. of obsedvato unknown
* Reat Prie Sensitivities of modal spil:

OL8: 1% chwag in the rao d ml to tuck rates: -0.37 to -1.03
cang o ral rates equhalent to 1% d mean tuck rate: -0.59 to -1.79

WLS: 1% dcage in th mio d fa to tuck rat: -0.34 tc -0.93
changs of ml rate equiaent to 1% of mean truck rate: -0.37 to -1.08

Eau d Tansport Economic, Austaia (198)
Singe mode: Shpping fright)

* Souoe o dat unknown
* Imputed delasi of demand fbr shipping (based on elsticki of demand for commoditie).

Meat -020
Cerea -0.31
Wool -0.02
Iron and Steel -3.00
Metal -1.60

Cummings, Falrhunt, lbello and Sturt (1989)
* Two modes: Bus v. Ral (Intcty Passeng)
* U.S. Timeseries data: 1980487
* Derived fre eWascitis (By compang before and after data followin fare changes).

Rag Average for all knrease
Bus -020 to -0.68 -0.40
Rai 0.16 to -0.30 -0.14

system -0.17 to -0.59 -0.34
* Survey data: 1987
* System Fare Elastciies (Stad Pferene Survey)

Market Segment Peak Off-Peak
Central Area -028 -0.39
Radial -0.11 to -0.13 -0.38 to -0.39
Local -0.19 to -0.24 -0.41 to -0.44
< 2 mes -0.20 -0.49
Overall -0.19 -0.44

Average all day 0.33
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Doi and len (196)
* Sinhl mode: Rapid trnsi (Paaenger)
* LhmU and log-linear model
* U.S. Mony data: 17(1) to 1964(7)
* Fare elastcIl (Dependent Variable: Ridwship)

Uneer modal 0.23
Log-linear model -0.245

* Note: inter-model competiton s recognIzed by thenusion o gasoi price and bridge tolls In the
~mso equaton

Doganb (1"5)
* Single mode: Air (Passenger)
* Studhs cted (P. 178)

(1) Smith and Tom. (1978)
Autalian Intern l -1.8 to -1.9

(2) Dept d Trade. U.K
U.K orighnting

Inclue toW leis -2.4 to -4.8
OMr bleure - Weten Eurpe -2.2 to -2.4
Othr leisure - ret of world -2.6
1usiness - res of world -0.9

(3) Brtih Airpo Auwth
U.K rident leisure travel

Short hsL -1.0
North America -0.7
Middle East -1.0
Long hat (excluding
North America and Middle East) -1.5

FridetroUm and Thune-Larsen (1989)
Single mode: Air (Passenger)

* Grvy modal
* Norway Time Series (1972-83 annual and Cross-Secton (95 intercity links) data

Short and
* Face Elastkities Medium-term Very long-term

Average -0.82 -1.63
Min -0.49 -1.29
Max -1.02 -1.83

Friedlaendier and Spady (1960)
* Two modes: Ral vs. Truck (Freight)
* Demand function derived fom shippes cost function which is apprdmated by a translog unction.
* U.S. Cross-ection data: G6 3-digit mnuating Indusries In 1972.
* Note: definition of price includes quality of servie features; then are not *reIght rate elastcides.
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* Elsitkis:
Rail Tjuck

Food Products -2.583 -1.001
Wood and Wood Products -1.971 -1.547
Paper, Plasc & Rubber Products -1.847 -1.054
Stonrm, any & Gl Product -1.681 .1.031
Iron and Steel Produot -2.542 -1.083
Fabr. Metal Product -2.164 -1.384
Non-electrical MachInery -2.271 -1.085
Electral Machinery -3.547 -1.230

* Note:Elasticlty estimates above are averaged over all regios.

Gaudry (190)
* Two modes: Transit vs Car (intra-ciy passenger)
* Time series data, monthy Dec. 1958 to Dec. 1971, Montreal, Canada.
* Simultaneous Equation models of supply & demand.
* Transit Fare EiasOcitles Adults Children

LS generalid autoregrsve estimator -0.18 -0.44
Iterated Park's SUR autoregressv estimator -0.19 -0.43
Iterated Fair's Full Informatikn Instrumental

Variables Efficint Estimator -0.22 -0.52
* Note: elastiitios for car not avaRable. No vehicle operating cost variable hI the demand system.

Geitner and Raimundo Caamuru Barrs (1984)
- Muli-moda: Bus, taxi and auto (Irtra-city Passenger)
- ProbabilIstb Choice Models (Exact specifcatokns unknown)

System of demand equationrs acording to purpose of travel
- Household survey data, 1981, Maceso, Brazil.
* Estimation method unknown

Price share elastiities (out-of-pocket cost)
Work travel choice based on a 10% increase in cost from existing conditbns:

Bus -0.04
Taxi -1.88
Auto Drive -0.16
Auto Passenger .0.62

Gillen and Cox (1979)
* Two modes: Auto vs Transit (Passenger)
* Cross section data, 495 observations, from Metopolian Toronto and Regional TMansportation study.
* Home-based work tripe
* Mode choice elastbicies:

Logit -0.46 to -1.18 to -2.03
Resicted LS -0.16 to -0.59 to -2.69

* Note: the auftors believe that the results from restricted least squares are nore plausible.

Gillen, Oum and Tretheway (1988)
* Price elasticity for aircraft landing (Canada)

-0.075 to -0.58
* Note: elasticity derived fom share of landing fee and prce elasticity of Air Travel (Assumed to be

-1.05).
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Glalter (1983)
* Sigle Mode: RaE (Inter-eciy Paenwu
* A two-stage model: SequentalW multinomlul logit mddl / OLS.
* Inter-nodal oompeiion partlly contolled for ushg a moxorway dummy".
* U.K time swris data 13 four-weeldy perkods In each of t obc yeas 1972 to 1977.
* Overall lasiciies of total tripe wih respect to a unform irease In all fares

Hlgh Wycombe / London .0.77 to .0.90
Bedford / London -0.74

* Note: Primary conce b chie between ticket types.

Goodwin and Wliams (1985)
* A review of British studies of demand analysis assoiated with a conference hold In Apr. 1984.
* Aggregte studies:
* Fare Elasticities Bus -0.1 to -0.6

Rail (London) -0.12 to -0.23
Rai (Glasgow) -0.44 to -0.49

* Model and data unknown.

Grayson (1981)
* MultI-modal: Auto, Air, Bus, Rail (Inter-city Pasenger)

Logkt model

j U.S. Survey data: Natonal Travel Survey, 1977.
1im8 observations

? Easticitis (with respect to cost)
Auto -0.078
Air -0.618

Bus -0.321
Rai -0.315

N Note: type of elatici unkrnown

Guria (1968)
* Sngle mode: Rail (feght)

* Inter-modal competiion not recognized.
- New Zealand data 101 ets of obervatio each covering a 4-week period, from Apr. 1, 1977 to Jan.

5, 1965.

- Log-linear demand function, estimated by OS.
* ElasIcItes:

when dependent variable is

TK T
Coal -1.04 -0.14
Dairy Products +0.10 +0.10
Fertlizem -1.04 -0.02
Meat -0.02 -0.27
Miled limber -0.05 -0.05
Pulp & Paper -0.67 -0.38

TK m Net tonne - km of freight caed by ral
T * tonnes of freht canied by ral
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Halovaky, Solmon and Siman (1987)
* Shogb mode: Ai (Passege
* Loginer demand kuntion
* Pooled time rie (1970-90, annal) and cros-section data vacation tavel to Irael from 12 origin

counbi)
* Esimated by Variance Component Method
* Ebastct -1.11
* Nosthe prie variable (alr fare) is normalIzed by hoome

Hamberg and Chatterjee (197)
* Single mode: Bus (Inra-ciy)
* Inter-modal competiion psabiy recognIzed by dummis
* Inear Rldeaship equaton, estimated by OLS
* U.S. Thne Seris data: Quarteuly, 19791 to 1984111 (Knoxvlle, Tenressee).
* ElastIcity. (R;dauhlp wIh respect to far).

-0.522 + 0.2

Hauer, Bmaleu and Baumel (198
* Sngle mode: Inland Wateway (tight)
* Irteregon linear Programmihg Model

* U.S. 1980 os ction data
* Elasticies: -1.46 to -1.62

Heneher (19
* Sngle mode: Auto use in the housdold sctr.
* SuWy daH Sydney salbia) Metopolitan area, 1436 obsvibons.

Simutao equation model, _estmaed by 3SLS
ElasticItes:
Fuwl cost per km. -0.217 to -0.516
kcm.dependent cos .0.003 to -0.067
(co of maitenance, body, engine and
mechanical repairs, and tyrs).
oe: te paper present g run & short run elastici of 1,2 and 3 vehicle househowds.

Hendwr and LouWbre (1963)
SWle mode: Ar (Passenrge), sngle aklrle (Identy unknown)

* Inflght survey data, sgle route, 176 obsevatIos (multiple coutre)
* Price share asticlties:

Fare El ties
$1000 -3.81 to -528

750 -2.43 to -3.69
500 -1.28 to -2.24

Henshwr and Smth (196)
* Single Mode: Auto (Passeng
* System of slimAtaneous equatio
* 3 esmation mefods: OLS, 2SLS, 3S8S
* Autlian Survey data: 1434 obsvatkn
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* latcIties:
( Annua-i housid venide km wih rapec to fuel cost per km incurred by the houeod

Short-run OS -0.237 2SLS-0.092 31S-.80.099
Long-run 018 -0.311 2S8S-0218 3-80.280

(I) Amnuai hoehold vehide km wih respct to km depndent co (naintenance, body, engine, etc.)
Short-run OLS -0.045 2SS-0.051 3SS1-0.048

Ippolito (198i)
* Single mode: Air (Paenwger)
* Log-linear demand function, allow fbr inter-modal oompetition by dummy
* Simultaneous equation model
* Data Source unknown
* Fare elastkity -0.525 to -1.00

Jdhneon and Heneher (1982)
* Two modes: Car vs train (Passenger)
* Muithomial Probit model
* Panel Data. Suburbs of Sydney, Austalia, 1971-73, 163 observatIons
* laiticltles d Probabiity of Choie of

car -0.119 to -0255 to -0.383 to -0.622 to -0.971 to -1.28
Train -0.084 to -0.2 to -0.44 to -0.574 to -0.751

* Elastcity measuwes obae hrom 7 models

Jones and Nihdos (1983)
* Sg Mode: Rag (Inter-city Passengef)
- Multipical demand hn. Estimated In log-linear form by OLS.
* U.-K time Seris data, 4-wek ticket males, 1970-1976.
* Betwen London and:

Conbtolled for
Inter-modal

Elastickities Competiton
Bath -0.14 No
Birmingham -0.67 No
BRistl -0.70 Yes

Cardiff -0.85 Yes
Carlisle -0.34 No
Edinhburgh -0.80 Yes
Glasgow -1.18 Yes
Leeds -0.62 No
Leoeester -0.67 No
Uverpool -0.85 Yes
Manchester -0.65 Yes
Newcaste -1.0S No
Norwich -0.60 No
Nottgham -0.68 No
Preston 0.11 No
Swansea -0.87 Yes
Swindon -0.48 Yes

* Inter-modal competition partily controlled for using a dummy for some routes.
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Kroe and Shedon (19")
* Snge mode: Ral (Interclty Passegr
* The folkig elastcit are cked from a projct for Brsh Ri conducted by Ster Davie & Gleave

Ltd. using Stated Prefer Techntique.
* Elasticisti

Fare Worsening -1.50
Fare Improvement -1.19

Kroes and Sheldon (1988)
* Single mode: Rail (Inter-city Passenger)
* U.K. Interview data, approximately 500 observations
* Estimation metod: MiOANOVA
* _ Pumo Elasticities

aLUBsins .0.7

Optiona -1.4

Kyte, Stoner and Crywr (198)
* ARIMA model
* U.S. Monthly data Jan. 1973 to June 1982
* Singe mode: Transit (inter-ciy Passenge
* Travel cost by auto is included as independent variable
* Elasticities:

Tranit system 0.29 to -0.34 (average fare)
Ciy Sectors -0.13 to .0.32 (average fare)
City Secors 0.15 to o0.42 (cash fare)

Levih (1978)
* Two modes: Rai vs. Truck (freight)
* Multinomial Logit Model
* U.S. Cross-section data: 42 commodity groups reported In the 1972 Census d Transporation
* EastIcities:

Rai .0.25 to -0.35
* Note: the fiues above are averag elastkities

Lewis and Widup (192)
* Two modes: Ral vs. Truck (Freight)
* A traslog demand modl for shipments of asembled auomobile
* Simutneous Equation mode estimated by FiML
* Annual U.S. data 1955 to 1975.
* Elastbiies:

Truck .0.52 to .0.67
RaN .0.82 to -1.08

Madan and Groenhout (1967)
* Two modes: Highway vs. Tmrnsit (ntra-city Passoer)
* ProbabiitI Choico Model, allowing for oorelations of utilities betwen modes.
* Austradian Survey data, 1981 Sydney Regional Travel Survey, Sample ske unknown.
* Elasticites (aggregate demand)

Highway .0.038 (Vehicle oapating cost)
Tranit 0.102 (TransIt fare)

* Note:Aagregate demand eastiities are a probabiity-ighted average of indidual elastbiies.
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Mamnndg and Whson (196
* Sigle mode: Auto
* A dfclcantuoue model of vehicle ownerhlp and utlitin
* U.S. Cros-aectlon data: 1978 Nainl Interim Energy Consumption Survey and 1979 Househod

Trnaporatn Pal Survey
* ElasticIs: (vehice utlizatlon)

SnVg-vehIle househokds
Shot Run -0.228
Long Run .0279

Two-vehie household
Short Run .0.059
Long Run -0.099

McCarthy (1962)
* Multimodel: Car, bus, rapid tran (Inbtaciy Pasenger)
* M omal logit model
* Concerned maily wih the sabilty of dibaggregat model by cc.dWarlng estimates before andi after

the apid trnit atem in Bay Area, San Franibso
U U.S. Survey data, PreMpid btst, 133 obeatIons; Pot-rapid btanst, 1973-74, 161 observations; 1974,
176 observatIm

* Elastic : (Weighted aggregate measur, out d pocket cost normalized by wage)
Pro-rapid ltst

Auto -. 055
Bus -0.368

Post-rapid ansit (13-74)
Auto -G.O3 to -0.073
SBu -0.372 to -0.417
Transit -0.343 to .0.38

Post-pid ransit (1975)
Auto -0.074 to -0.088
BUs -0.381 to 40.562
Trns -0.397 to -0.539.

McCarh (1968)
* Shooe mode: Auto (Passenger)
* U.S. SuWy data, 287 obsevato
* Two-equation model (Ownership and Usage)
* 3SLS esimation
* Elasticis: -0.149 to -0.446

McFadden (1974)
* Mulilmodal: Auto, BUs & Rapid Trasit (Passnger)
* CondWorl logit modd
* Survey dat: San Francsoo Bay Area
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* ElaticIt: (Woxk tips)
Pr-Rapid Trsit Modal Spilt

Auto *0.32 75%
sum -0.45 25%

Post-Rapid Trnst
Auto -0.47 6%
Bus -06 20%
Rapid Transt .0.66 14%

McGeehn (1984)
* SIngle mode: Rail (Inter-city Pasege
* Linear demand furction
* Single Equation OLS esimation
* Quaterly data 1970 to 1I8Z Ireland
* EstcItes .0.37 to .0.40

Modak and ihanwhl (19"
* Single mode: Bus (in-city Passeg
* Linear demand equation
* India Cros section data: 1081, 176 roue; 1981-8Z 184 routes; 1982-83, 193 routs
* Far elastIckites:

Rance Mean
1960 (aftr a 13.59% rise hi fare) .0.23 to 40.83 .0.48
1981 (after a 3.08% rise in fare) +2.609 to -0.99 0.75
1982 (after a 28.97% ris in fare) -0.21 to -0.78 0.40

* Note:inter-modal competiton not recognized. High probability of mbspecfication df demand equatio

Morrion and WIiston (1963)
* Multimodal: Auto, bus, rail and air (Intercity Passenger)
* Cros ection data: U.S. Census d Transpoutation National Travel Survey, 1977
* Random Utility model, estimated by M-E
* Two specfcatkins: H.H. trips and peron trips.
* Modai choke elastickities:

Auto -0.83 -0.83
BUS -0.45 .0.80
Rail -0.86 -1.14
Air -0.28 -0.38

Morrison and Winston (19")
* Multimodal: Auto, bus, rail and air (Inter-city Passenger)
* Nested logit model
* U.S. 1977 Census of Transportan Naftona Travel Survey (1893 household vacation trips, 323

travellers, 607 city pars)
* Modal choice elasticities

Vacation Trips Business Travellers
Auto -0.955 -0.699
Bus -0.694 -0.315
Rail -1.20 -0.572
Air -0.378 -0.181
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Oum (197)
* Mut-modal: Rail, Truck & Wateway (Freight)
* Revee hae models, in traog funcio form
* Canadian Tnme swie data, annual 194-74
* Mode dcice eastitces

RaNi -0.093 to -0291
Truck +1.112 to -0.182
Waterway -0.738 to -0.750

Oum (1979b)
* Two modes: Ral vs. Truck 'Freight)
* Canadian CFTM data ba (1970), 8 commodky groupe
* Translog demand model, etimated by nonlinear lat squnres
* Ordinary elasticitles of demand

(Assume Unit elastickity of demand for the commodity and the propotorl change In the comm)diy's
prki wth respect to a cago In the price o freight mode is 0.1)

Raii Truck
Fruits, Vegetables
and edible foods -1.037 .0.521

Lumber (ncduding flooring) -0.581 .0.583
Chomia-is -0.688 -0.962
Fuel Oi (except gasoline) -0.459 -1.07
Refined Petroleum Products -0.98 -0.513
MetWlic Products -1.198 -0.410
Nonmealic Products -1.079 -0.560

Oum (1969)
* Two mnodes: Rail vs Truck (freight)
* Canadian CFTM data base, 1979, Commodity 14 (fruits, vegetables and edible foods) and aggrWate

commodties.
* A comparison of Translog, Log-linear, Linear, Box-Cox Trnsformtion and Logit moddes.
* Elasties (Ordinary Demand)

Aoreate Commoditv 14

Rail Truck Rail Truck

Trnslog -0.598 -0.692 -0.796 -0.652
Log-linear -1.517 -1.341 -0.795 -1.542
Linear -0.638 -0.048 -0.391 -0.318
Box-Cox -1.384 -1.140 -0.795 -1.248
Logit -0.83 -0.928 -0.484 -0.970

Oum and Gllen (1983)
* Multi-modes: Air, B3U and Rail (inter-ciy Passenger)
* Stuctual analysis-demand equations derived fom utlity maximization.
* Estimated by Nonlinear least squares
* Canadian Ouarteiry data, 1961-76.
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* Elascite:
Air 1.116 to -1.2
Bus -1275 to -1.615
Ral .1.060 to -1.538

Oum, GIen and Noble (198)
* Single mods: Air (Passeng)
* Cmsectlon data (1976), 200 hra-U.S. Mues
* Log-liner aggregate demand model, (setimated by OL8)
* Prioe esa.t

Vacation Pot -1.52
Non-vacation Route -1.15

Pucher ard Rotnberg (1979)
* A survey of the avabble empiral ewidnce on the elasticty of travd demand.
* Consist d 8 tudes on gaoldhe demand, 3 sudIs on uban travel dei.uand and 9 $tdI on tas

fare elastioffie.
* EIatIc'e:

(I) GaolIne: .02 to 40.3 (short nun)
-0.32 to -1.37 (on run)

(Iq Auto:Work tips -0.12 to -0.49
Shoppng -0.88

Transit: Work tipe -0.10
3hopInog -0.32

Bus: Work tips 0
Rall: Work trips 40.30

(IQ Fare elastici
System .0.09 to 40.11 to -0.19 to -0.40 to -0.96
Bus -0.31 to -0.4 to -0.58 to -0.70
Rag -1.8 (noraptfve t)
Subway -0.16 to -0.86

Saad, Austen, and Taylor (1985)
s igle mode: Aurlian export/import shipping

- yearly agregate time-serles data for Aurlia: 1971-a2.
- loglhear model applied sepaately to eportfimport of each commodity and to each region d the world
* EatcIte:

Dry bulk cargo: coal -0.06, -0.24;
on ore -0.11

gis -0.02 -0.08, -1.64
Uquid bLdk cargo: -0.21
Gral cargo: 0, .0.50, -1.107

Soutworth (1981)
* two modes: Auto vs trant (Panger)
* Survey data: 3795 observatin, West Yorkshire, England
* Multinomlal logk models
* Auto mode choice elasticties (Monetary travel cost)

Modal Chobe Modd
Soc6al/Recreational -0.164 to -0.341
Work -0.162 to -0.179
Shoppng -0.788 to -0.965
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Strszem (1978)
* Snge mode: Alr (Passengr

* hirnational ak trd.
* Log-linear demnd equean", oected fhr autoorreaton.
* Timeseees dcat: 1952-73
* Ela :

Fit cds .0.649
Economy Fare -1.481
Pak perwd economy fare -1.922

Swal and Ben-Akva (19)
* Mulmodal: bus, auto, mil, wak (Paenger

hinrs-cly dtr for work trips
* Surey data, 1977 Sao Paulo, BUz OrlghDetnmtilon survey, 1725 obervations
* Two model: Multinornial Logit Model and Parametrized Logit CaptMty Model
* Elstces:

Mulnmlal Logp Parameized Logit
Model CaptMty Model

Bus -0.14 -0.03
Auto -0.02 -0.01
Rai -0.25 -0.22

N Note:Tho above areesmated arc daelcWoe for uniform 100% hcreae hi tavel oL

Talley and Eckroade (194)
Shinol mode: Air (Pasengr

* LgInear demand eqution
* U.S. Cross-section data, no. d obsva_ts unknown.
* ElastcLIe -2.82 to -4.8 (wth repe faro)

Talley and Schwarz-Miler (198)
* Singe mode: Air (Passenger and freight)
* CssectIon data 22 U.S. air-p nger-cargo carTers for the year 1983.
* Log-linear demand hnction, esimated by 2SLS.
* Elaes:

Air Cargo prie elasticIt -1.313
Air Passenger ptic elasy -1.389

Taplin (1980)
* Sngle mode: Ab (Passenger)
* A summary of resuls of preI sudies
* Fare elascis (Overeas lesure tal)

-1A - 1.6 - 2.0 - 2.7 - 3.3
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Thobanl (1984)
* Multi-modal: Car, taxi, rickshaw, minibus, walkkn and bus
* Neted Logi model
* Survey data: 330 obeations (Karachl, Pakistan)
* Mode choice lasticties

Minibus *0.10
Bus .0.06

* Note:The above are elastIkitIes computed on the basis of a 10% change In the cost of travl. Only
elasfties of demand for minibus and bus are reported.

Tye and Leonard (1983)
* Single mode: Rail (Freight) (U.S.)
* Elastkiy meaures quoted from:

VerHiied slatement of Wiliam E. Wecker, Ex Pane No. 347 (sub-No. 1), before the ICC, 11 May,
1981. Appendix B. p. 4.

Commodihe Elasticies
Auomobies o0.65
Corn, et. d0.53
Wheat, etc. *0.52
Coal -0.02
Food -1.23
Lumber -0.54
PuLp -0.6e
Chemicals -0.39
Primary metals -1.03

Wang, Maling and McCarthy (1981)
Shnge mode: Air (Freight)

* Box-Cox traknsoaon used
* U.S. Annual data 1950-77

Elasticities
Passenger/Cargo Carrier -2.33 to -2.50
All-Cargo caffler -0.42 to -0.84
Aggregate model -1.47 to -1.60

Wang end Skinner (1984)
* Single mode: Urban transit
* Monthy data for 7 U.S. Transit Authorities
* Unear & log-linear demand fnctins, estimated by OLS
* Elasticities (Dependent variable Is ridership)

Albany, N.Y. (1973: 1 to 1980: 12) -0.62
Atlanta, GA (1970: 1 to 1979: 12) -0.042
Ealtimore, M.D. (1973: 1 to 1981: 1) -0.38
Des Moines, 10 (1978: 9 to 1980: 12) -0.28
JacksornvUle, FiLA (1976: 3 to 1980: 3) -028
Miami, FL (1973: 1 to 1980: 12) -0.009
New York (Surface transit) (1972: 1 to 1960: 12) -0.15
New York (Rapid Trarnit) (1972: 1 to 1980: 10) -0.05
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WhIte (1961)
* Shib mode: Public traet
* U.K Bei3re and after murvey d fare Wiawe hI 1976
* Fa eastitieS (Bus)

Morpeth, Engand
Peak period 0.00
Off peak -1.00
All day average -0.70

Sheffield-Doncaster, England
Long distance -0.80
Medium dbtance -0.40

* Fare elasticities (Urban railways)
London

Peak period -0.15
Off peak -1.0

* Note: te above elasticity estimates fal to take Into account the presence of inter-modal comptition.

White (1964)
* Sige mode: Auto (Passenger)

* U.K Before and after survey of toll charges
* Elsties

Auto (Sou1tampton, England)
peak period -021 to -0.36
off peak -0.14 to -0.29

Wson, Wion and Koo (1988)
* Two modes: 9aN vs. Truck (Freight)
* U.S. Montrhy data, July 1973 to June 1963
* Transport of wheat (hard red spring and durum) from North Dakota to the main termhia markets of

Minneapolis and Duluth
* Estimated by Autoregressie 3SIS
* Elastiites:

Ral -1.18
Truck -0.73
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Winston (1981)
* Two modes: Rag vs. Truck (fright)
* Disaggregate mode choice model, estimated by mawmum likelhood
* U.S. crosseetlon data
* Elasticities:

Commodifty Groups Rdl Prrie Common
Unrogulated agriculture -1.1 i 0.99 -
Reglated agricultre -029 .027 -0.32
Teoxiles and fabrkated textiles -0.58 -0.43 -0.77
Chemials -2.25 -2.31 -1.87
Leather, rubber and plastic product -1.09 -2.01 -2.97
Stone, clay and gim products *0.82 -2.04 -2.17
Pdimary and fabrcated metals -0.019 *0.18 -0.28
Machinery ind. electria machinery -0.61 -0.78 -0.04
Transport equipmern -2.68 -2.98 -2.32
Paper, printing and publishing -0.17 -0.29 -

Petroleum and petrleum products 40.53 -0.68 -

Lumber, wood and furniture -0.08 40.14
Note:Both intm- and Inter-modal competition are taken into account
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